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67 Literary Cryptarithmetic by Computer
L. Gordon

71 That Is IE - Or, Is That EI?
P. Leopold

72 London Wordplay
D. H. Francis

79 Revisiting The Pangrammatic Highway
F. W. Eckler

81 Word Records From Webster's Third
C. Cole

88 Full-Name Palindromes
j. Grant

91 Colloquy
L. Gordon

93 Answering The Sallows Challenge
A. R. Eckler

96 The Alphabet Cube
D. Morice

101 Set Squares
P. Newby

102 Oxymoronology
R. Lederer

106 Concrete Considerations
E. R. Wolpow

107 Kickshaws
D. Morice

120 We Regroup To Lie Off The Spanish Main
P. Stickland

125 Minimum-Length Pangrammatic Ladders
L. Gordon

126 People Of The Nineties
L. R. Ashley

127 Answers And Solutions
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